PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

PLACEMENT REPORT ON PRESERVICE TEACHER

PRESERVICE TEACHER: «Given_Name» «Surname»
STUDENT ID: «Student_Code»

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE:
SITE: «Agency_Name»

PLACEMENT SUPERVISOR(S): «Supervisors__Agency_Personnel_Name», «Supervisors__Staff_Name»

YEAR LEVEL(S) OR LEARNING AREA (secondary only) TAUGHT: «Placement_Experience_List»

DATES OF PLACEMENT: «Placement_Start_Date» to «Placement_End_Date»

TOTAL DAYS: «Total_Experience_Days»

PLACEMENT OUTCOME: «Supervising_Teacher_Evaluation__Answer»

Preservice teacher comment
«PST_comments»

Summative comments by supervising teacher
«Overall_summary_comment__Answer»

Assessment of preservice teacher’s performance
Outstanding/Good/Satisfactory/Not yet satisfactory

Professional engagement
10 days completed: «attendance»
Time of arrival/ departure: «Time_of_arrival_departure__Answer»
Professional attitude: «Attitude__Answer»

Professional relationships
Teachers/ staff: «staff_teachers»
Students: «Relationships_with_Students__Answer»
PST peers: «Relationships_with_PST_peers__Answer»

Professional ethics
Respect and integrity: «Ethics__Answer»

Professional practice
Active engagement: «Active_Engagement__Answer»
Learning conversations: «Learning_conversations__Answer»
Displaying initiative: «Displaying_initiative__Answer»
Placement tasks: «Placement_tasks__Answer»
Professional folio: «Professional_folio__Answer»

Personal literacy
Spoken language: «Literacy_spoken_language__Answer»
Written language: «Literacy_written_language__Answer»

Verification by Authorised University Personnel
The Supervising Teacher, Site Coordinator and Preservice Teacher have been consulted during the placement and this report documents evidence of the Preservice Teacher’s achievement of the Professional
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

PLACEMENT REPORT ON PRESERVICE TEACHER

Experience objectives.

University Personnel Signature

Associate Professor Victoria Whitington
Dean of Programs (Education Futures), UniSA Education Futures